


















Prime example of industrial cooperation







thyssenkrupp Steel, Andritz, Stahlo and Rittal







Read more

















Tailwind for grid expansion







AX enclosures for WAGO & Schaltanlagenbau H. Westermann
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Tunnel light under pressure







Plastic enclosures for HERMOS Systems
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Standardisation for the energy industry







Get ready for the All Electric Society







Solutions



Experts talk

















Safe and secure in every environment







You are looking for a fast, secure and sustainable outdoor enclosure solution?







Read more
























Rittal – The System.




Benefit from a unique, unparalleled system platform for industry and IT.











Find out more













News













Customer magazine




Expansion of partner programme

Experiencing and implementing digitalisation

Alexander Bürkle, Rittal and Eplan have already been working in close collaboration for some years. In July, this collaboration was taken to the next level. The technology service provider, which is based in Baden-Württemberg, is now the world’s first...


Read more














Press release




Rittal, Eplan, Cideon and GEC at Hannover Messe 2024

Moving forward side by side: Working together as partners for greater added value

Industry currently finds itself in an unprecedented state of instability and fluctuation. In addition to those complications presented by the global economic slowdown, challenges from across supply chains as well as with the recruitment of...


Read more














Statement




Current information

False statements prohibited by Hamburg district court. Business Insider's allegations against Rittal are dismissed.




Read more














Industry solution




From the assembly line to the networked future:

Process optimisation in the automotive industry

The German automotive industry is one of the world's most robust, dynamic, and competitive industries. It is famous for high-quality vehicles of all types and state-of-the-art...


Read more














Product highlight




Protection for trouble-free operation under the harshest conditions

Robust outdoor enclosure meets smart climate control

The intelligent modular system comprising enclosure and climate control components offers you a multitude of choices for configuration of an individual outdoor solution.


Read more














Software Highlight




Calculating climate control requirements with RiTherm

The ultimate planning tool for enclosure climate control

The ultimate planning tool for enclosure climate control


Read more














Press release




Friedhelm Loh Group donates to charitable organisations

Together we are strong: Friedhelm Loh Group employees donate €200,000

Together making a difference and providing motivation: The employees of the Friedhelm Loh Group, together with owner Professor Friedhelm Loh, raised €200,000 for good causes in their traditional annual charity collection. The funds are being distributed...


Read more














Energy & Power solutions




Get ready for the all electric society

The challenge of energy transition

Climate protection and energy transition pose enormous challenges for companies. Whether in the energy sector itself or other industrial sectors, net zero calls for environmentally friendly technologies and solutions that not only meet...


Read more














Customer reference




HamiltonJet

Data centre placed directly in the production hall

A new building would be too expensive and take too long to realise, but installation in immedi-ate proximity to the offices would be too noisy – the IT management team at HamiltonJet, a supplier to the shipbuilding industry based in Christchurch, New...


Read more














Press release




Rittal awarded the 2024 “Top 100” seal

Rittal is one of Germany’s top innovators for the third time in a row

Rittal has been awarded the Top 100 seal for its innovative strength and sustainability following an independent scientific selection process. This means that the largest company in the Friedhelm Loh Group is again one of Germany’s 100 most innovative...


Read more














Customer reference




Momberg Group

Rapid implementation of the photovoltaic field with plastic enclosures 

The demand for modern photovoltaic systems is enormous. To supply the industry with huge quantities of them while maintaining high robustness and speed, the Brazilian Momberg Group not only uses enclosures from the AX plastic range; prototyping and...


Read more














Press release




Professor Friedhelm Loh's 50th anniversary of service

An entrepreneurial half-century with responsibility and enthusiasm

What began in 1974 when he joined Rittal’s management team has become something extraordinary: In five decades, Professor Friedhelm Loh has turned his company into an innovative leader and successful global player, although always guided by strong moral...


Read more

















Our industry products


















Enclosures

Beat the competition with our enclosure and case system, distinguished by its simplicity, assembly-friendliness and versatile functions.



Find out more






















Power distribution

Play it safe with super-flexible power distribution technology. Our tested solutions stand out from the crowd with their simple, safe assembly and user-friendly planning.



Find out more






















Climate control

Boost your efficiency and protect the environment at the same time with our energy-saving, eco-friendly climate control solutions for enclosures and machines.



Find out more






















Rittal Automation Systems

Our range of solutions, from manual tools through to fully automated machine technology, will significantly accelerate your processes.



Find out more






















System accessories

A comprehensive range of system accessories for industrial and IT enclosures for infinite possibilities for enclosure population.



Find out more














Enclosures



Power distribution



Climate control



Rittal Automation Systems



System accessories















Our IT products


















IT rack systems

With our flexible system solutions, you will find the perfect rack for your individual requirements, covering all network applications, large and small.



Find out more






















IT enclosures

Compact 482.6 mm (19") enclosures for small network applications. For optimum access and flexible use as a wall-mounted or floor-standing enclosure.



Find out more






















IT power

Power distribution and back-up are key elements of IT High Availability. Rack power distribution is available as standard PDU or modular power distribution (PSM) solutions. This allows for individually adapted rack PDU solutions from basic power distribution up to intelligent solutions with extensive measurement and management functions.



Find out more






















IT cooling

Climate control concepts from Rittal cover the full spectrum of applications, from cooling a single rack through to entire data centres. Safety and efficiency are our priorities.



Find out more






















IT monitoring

Get a better overview of your IT infrastructure with our flexible, individual solutions for controlling and monitoring all physical parameters in the IT environment.



Find out more






















IT security solutions

The perfect protection from physical threats to your IT infrastructure: From modular room systems, through to security safes and extinguisher systems.



Find out more






















Modular data centre solutions

Discover new perspectives: From standardised data centre modules to new infrastructure and cloud solutions.



Find out more






















RiMatrix S

With preconfigured, complete, standardised data centre modules, you can save valuable planning time and be fully operational straight away.



Find out more














IT rack systems



IT enclosures



IT power



IT cooling



IT monitoring



IT security solutions



Modular data centre solutions



RiMatrix S

















Highlights




Highlights















Protection for trouble-free operation under the harshest conditions

Robust outdoor enclosure meets smart climate control

The intelligent modular system comprising enclosure and climate control components offers you a multitude of choices for configuration of an individual outdoor solution.


Read more
















Sustainability that works

Minimising CO₂ emissions – the Blue e+ way

Discover the world's most efficient climate control solutions and smart service concepts to help reduce the carbon footprint of your machines and systems


Read more
















Reducing the carbon footprint

Blue e+ S cooling units

The Rittal Blue e+ technology offers climate control solutions with the world’s highest energy efficiency. We have extended our product range to include the new “Blue e+ S” cooling units in the small output categories (300 – 1000 W) – with a new design...


Read more
















Efficient process and equipment cooling

VX25 TopTherm chiller

VX25 TopThem chillers are compact in design yet have a wide range of cooling applications. They fit perfectly with all enclosures, have a minimum footprint, promise increased efficiency and are instantly available from stock.


Read more
















Rittal ePOCKET

The digital wiring plan pocket

With the digital wiring plan pocket Rittal ePOCKET your equipment and system documentation is always up-to-date. What’s more, it can be accessed directly from any device, any time and anywhere.


Read more
















Innovative cooling in your rack system

Our rack-based cooling sets sustainability standards. Space-saving and efficient.


Read more
















Efficient liquid cooling

Rittal series chiller

More chilling isn't possible.


Read more
















TX CableNet

Raising cable management to a new level.


Read more
















Automated machining processes

From small enclosures to large control cabinets.


Read more
















Charging infrastructure

Charging infrastructure you can rely on.


Read more
















Bring on the future

The next generation of future-proofed IT infrastructures.


Read more
















Lang GmbH

Energy consumption per machine has now been halved 

CNC milling and engraving machines from Lang GmbH are in use all over the world. Similarly, energy efficiency and sustainability are also in demand worldwide. Thanks to Rittal’s Blue e+ chillers, mechanical engineering company Lang has taken an...


Read more



















Other customers also visited the following pages:













Contact

If you have any questions or would like to speak to your local agent?

Please use one of our many contact options.


Read more














Spare parts

Select spare parts

Find suitable spares for your Rittal Product.


Read more














Software

We accelerate your processes

Looking for an integrated software system for panel building and switchgear manufacturing? Looking for the industry standard? Welcome to Rittal and Eplan! We streamline and speed up your processes at every phase: from engineering, to...


Read more














Download centre

Everything at a glance

Here, you will find our latest catalogues, brochures and other technical and general information.


Read more






















Software




Our software
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Software solutions from Rittal and Eplan include expert support at every phase, from engineering, to procurement, through to manufacturing and operation.

Learn more


















Rittal Innovation Center




Enter the world of enclosure manufacturing 4.0












At the Rittal innovation and training center, we showcase the latest solutions for your value creation processes, from engineering to procurement, and from manufacturing through to operation.



Learn more















Success stories




Our success stories













Awards

Awards

See how others rate our innovative drive.


Learn more














Top employer

See why it pays to join the Rittal team.


Learn more
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